JUDGE’S SCORE SHEET 2017
WSU Showcase for Undergraduate Research and Creative Activities (SURCA)
Judge’s score sheets are due by 3:45 p.m. Thank you!

Presentation #

Identifying Information

Student Participant’s Name

The information at the right shows the student participant’s name,
presentation number, and SURCA category, as well as the judge’s
name. If you encounter any problems or have any questions, seek
a SURCA staff member for help as soon as possible.

Participant’s SURCA Category
Judge’s Name

Directions
1. Is this your form? Make sure your name is listed in the “Judge’s Name” field above.
2. If you are unable to locate the student presenter, please let us know at the judge’s sign-in table.
3. Complete the rubric on the back of this sheet, making sure that you have checked an appropriate box in each row.
4. Make sure you enter your final rating using the A+ to F scale (located under the rubric).
5. By 3:45, turn in your score sheet to SURCA staff in the judges’ room (in the Jr. Ballroom across the hall).
6. Complete the student feedback form (separate from this score sheet). The students appreciate your feedback because it can
help them improve their presentation skills and even their research. This is the only form that will be returned to the student.
7. Enjoy more refreshments and visit with students or other judges as your time permits.
8. Join us for the awards ceremony beginning at 5:00 p.m. in the CUB auditorium.
Winners will be announced and posted online during week following SURCA.
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Student’s Name

Presentation #

SURCA Category

CRITERIA (check ✓ an appropriate box in each row)

ELEMENT
1. Student Position
The perspective, thesis, hypothesis,
idea, or claim that inspired the
project.
2. Novel Contribution / Innovative
Thinking
Novelty or uniqueness of idea, claim,
question, form, etc.
3. Process / Method
Discipline-specific approach to
addressing the idea, question, claim,
or hypothesis.
4. Conclusion / Outcome / Creative
Product
A synthesis of key discoveries drawn
from evidence or the creative process.
How results or creations apply to
larger context or real world.
5. Presentation / Display
Visual presentation of project
materials.

Articulates or proposes clearly the position (perspective, thesis,
hypothesis, idea, or claim) that inspired project
Locates position within larger disciplinary context (i.e. the big
picture)
Analyzes complexity of position; synthesizes other points of view;
and evaluates limitations of project
Creates a novel or unique idea, question, format, creative work, or
approach to address the position
Identifies a process or approach to accomplish an end product
Explains why the specific process or approach was chosen
Examines and investigates the relationship between disciplinary
practice(s) and the approach used
Presents evidence gathered or elements of creative process leading
to the end product (or conclusion)
Clearly articulates and effectively defends clearly the
conclusion/outcome/creative product with evidence (data,
discoveries, theories, creative work)
Illustrates significance and analyzes implications of
conclusion/outcome/creative product
Displays research or creative activity in a visually compelling
manner with attention to detail and precision in visual presentation
Skillfully presents a complete, well-organized display of research or
creative activity
Engages audience actively and effectively with confidence
Communicates skillfully about the full project

6. Presenter
Oral presentation of the content of
the project.

Answers inquiries knowledgeably
Exhibits a professional demeanor in appearance and
communication

Judge’s Rating
Based on your past and current experience as a SURCA judge, check only one box to right
that best represents the OVERALL QUALITY of this project and presentation.

A+

A

A-

B+

B

B-

C+

C

C-

D+

D

F

Judge’s Name
Excellent

Very Good

Good

Partial

Absent

